
Caiarossa 2013 vintage 

Waited for wines to settle down after shipping to avoid any bottle shock. Wines tasted as a flight 
presented to small group of six tasters, served blind, all bottles decanted and presented in the 
glass. Notes are my own and I prefer not to give points. Compared notes to the previous 2012 for 
a sense of vintage variation - a little less alcohol in 2013.


Pergolaia 2013 13.5% 

Lovely Sangiovese dominant (88%) with 8% Cab Sauvignon and 4% Merlot. Peat, tea and violets 
on the nose and finish. Great intensity, juicy acidity, fine balance. Iron minerality. No new oak, and 
no elbows or edges either — all of a piece. A graphite note made me think of Cabernet Franc, but 
the specification sheet shows it isn’t included. Love the balance of alcohol, acidity and sour 
cherry fruit, quite weightless (a good thing). Decanted but only prior to pouring for some mild 
aeration.


Aria di Caiarossa 2013 13.5% 

Young vines, quite a different blend to Caiarossa. (No Sangiovese or Petit Verdot), higher 
Grenache, less Syrah. Exuberant, fresher, (more so than Caiarossa), a little lush (merlot)?. Good 
intensity and concentration. Bramble scent. Layers of Red and black fruits. Maraschino cherry 
comes to mind. Spices and almonds on finish. Drinking very well now, opened up well after short 
30 mins decanting, but will develop further. Drink this while waiting for Caiarossa to come round 
fully. Sufficiently different to Caiarossa make it distinctive in its own right, sufficiently similar to 
make you want to trade up to Caiarossa. Clear step in the hierarchy, excellent. Quite different to 
the 2012, is that the Merlot influence?


Il Caiarossa 2013 14% 

Flagship. As with all previous years, blended according to vintage characteristics. 

More tannins here than in Aria, but polished, not grainy, perhaps some from wood as well as 
grape but no overt oak effects. Texture/mouthfeel excellent. More power. More closed at this 
stage than Aria, less overt aromatics but built for longer ageing. Decanted two hours, really opens 
up in the glass over 30 minutes by which time aromatics (cherry, plum, cedar wood)  and 
complexity is revealed. Pencil and Tobacco leaf emerges, as does fennel and a balsamic savoury 
note. Stony minerality underpins. Very long finish. Seamless blend and quite a similar blend to the 
previous 2012 - that’s unusual, is the combination in the blend settling down? Superb wine. Hold 
for 3-5 years if you can resist temptation.


Paul Howard, Wine Alchemy, December 2017. 


